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1 _ INTR~~JcT~oN 
In the first part of this study [3] we posed the question: Given a field k and 
an irreducible polynomial f over k, does there exist a finite-dimensional 
division ring D with k as center containing a root off? All results in that paper 
held for global fields-algebraic number fields or function fields in one 
variable over finite fields. In this work we investigate whether such division 
rings exist if D is allowed to be infinite-dimensional (still, of course, with 
center k). There are no difficulties when f is separable and k is any field. 
We show that any irreducible polynomial, separable or not, can be accom- 
modated if k is a global field. 
A variation on a construction of Malcev (see [I], Theorem 3.8, p. 276) 
enables us to prove that any extension field L of k which is devoid of insep- 
arable elements can be embedded in a division algebra fi with center k. B is 
constructed from power series over L with twisted multiplication. If k is a 
global field of characteristic p, and f any irreducible polynomial over k, 
then f has a root in a division algebra D = D Ok D, where D is finite- 
dimensional central over k and D is a Malcev construction. The efficacy of 
twisting Malcev’s construction was first suggested by Professor R. G. Swan. 
We use throughout the notation and terminology of [3]. The theory of 
valuations, or primes, over global fields will be taken as known. 
2. TWISTED DIVISION ALGEBRAS 
Let k be any field and L an extension field of k. Assume G is a group of 
k-automorphisms of L having k as fixed field. Assume finally that F is a free 
group on at least two generators allowing a presentation: 
l-tN-+FO-G-+1 (1) 
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By [2], F can be totally ordered; we assume such an ordering < is given. 
Consider the direct power LF, regarded as a left vector space over L. I f  
x ELM, we think of x as a power series: 
x = c X(S)& x(s) EL. 
SEF 
The support of x, written S(x), is the subset of G defined by: 
S(x) = {s EF 1 x(s) # O}. 
Let D be the set of all x in LF with S(x) well ordered. Clearly b is a left 
vector space over L. We define a multiplication in B as follows: 
f = xm g = Cg(t)t; 
then, 
where n(s)[g(t)] is the result of applying the automorphism n(s) to g(i). 
On monomials, this multiphcation reads 
(4(Pt) = ~4Wl sf % P EL; s,tcF. (2') 
The multiplication (2) is obtained by taking all consequences of (2’) in power 
series. 
One can easily check that (2) is a well-defined multiplication in D-i.e., 
f ,  g E l? * S(fg) is well ordered. It is then immediate that D with pointwise 
addition and the multiplication (2) is an associative ring. 
We claim further that D is a division ring. Suppose f E fi and f(s) = 0 
for s 5 1. Then x = I +f + f 2 + f 3 + 1.. can be rearranged as a power 
series with well ordered support, so x E D (see [I], p. 276). It is clear that x is 
the multiplicative inverse of 1 -f. 
Now let f  be an arbitrary element of D. Since S(f) is well ordered it has 
some smallest element U. Multiplying by u-l we obtain 
u-lf=cu(l-Jzh) where ol~L,hgZ) and h(s)=0 if ~51. (3) 
Since the right-hand side of (3) is invertible and u-1 is invertible, it follows 
that f  is invertible. Thus B is a division ring. Clearly B contains L as the set 
of all elements a * 1 where Q! EL and 1 is the identity of F. We must now 
prove-and this is the point of the twisting-that the center of D is k. 
Accordingly suppose f E center of D and f = Cf(s)s. Let 01 EL. Then 
0 = af - fe = c (c-if(s) - ?r(s)[a] *f(s)}s* 
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Ifs E S(f),f(s) f 0 => 01 = ~(s)[oI] for all 0~. We conclude that s E S(f) 2 s E 
kernel of 7~ = N. Further, for any t EF, 
f  = tj-1 = pr(t)[f(s)]tst-1; 
8 
so s E S(f) 3 tst-l E S(f) for all t EF. 
We claim that S(f) = (1). I f  not, then for some s # 1, s E S(f). As above, 
all conjugates of s are then in S(f). W e are finished as soon as we prove that 
the conjugates of s are not well ordered. If  this is not so, let II be the smallest 
among the conjugates of s. Since F was free on two or more generators, there is 
a t EF so that u # tut-l. Accordingly u < tut-l. But then t-lut < u, and 
some conjugate of s is smaller than u-u contradiction. 
We have proved that if f is in the center of L5, then f is in L. But then 
0 = fs - sf for all s E F => (f - ~(s)[fj)s = 0 s f  = n(s)[fl for all 
s E F * f  = c(f) for all IJ E G =z f  E k since k is the fixed field of G. Hence 6 
has center k. We collect all this in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose k is any field and L is any extension field containing 
no inseparable elements over k. Then there is a division ring D with center k so 
that D contains L. 
Proof. Let e be the separable algebraic closure of L. It is clear that z 
contains no inseparable elements over k. By what has preceded we need only 
show that there is a group G of k-automorphisms off: having k as fixed field. 
Let 01 EL. If  CC is algebraic over k, OL # k, then there is a k-automorphism 
sending CY to some conjugate d where OL # Z. If  cy. is transcendental over k, 
there is a k-automorphism sending a: to 01 + 1. Hence no element of E - k 
is fixed by the group G of all k-automorphisms off;. I f  D is the twisted Malcev 
construction applied to J? and G, then B has center k and contains A. 
It should be noted that this twisted construction, like Malcev’s solves an 
embedding problem. It was Malcev’s construction that showed the group 
algebra of a free group can be imbedded in a division ring. Suppose k is a field 
and L a Galois extension with Galois group G. Let (uJ be some enumeration 
of the elements of G. We define the twisted polynomial ring A = (k, L, G) as; 
A is the left vector space consisting of polynomials in non-ocmmuting 
indeterminates t,-one for each a, E G. Multiplication in A is determined by 
consequences of t,a = u,(a) t, for a EL. Then A is a noncommutative 
integral domain with center k; Theorem 1 shows that A can be embedded in 
a division ring D also having center k. It was by this route that we came upon 
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3. GLOBAL FIELDS 
From now on R will be a global field. Suppose L is a finite extension of k of 
dimension n. We may ask: when is L contained in every k-division ring of 
degree n. It is not hard to see that this is the case if K has characteristic p # 0 
and L is purely inseparable over k. We will show further that purely in- 
separable extensions are characterized by this property. This will follow from 
the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose F is a finite field and K an extension having trans- 
cendence degree 1 over F. If x is an element of K with K algebraic and inseparable 
over F(x), then x1/p E K. 
Proof. There is an element y E K, y $F(x), and y inseparable over F(x). 
It is obviously enough to prove that x r/p E F(x, y). Consider the diagram 
I 
F&y) = L, 
/ \ 
L, = ~~x,y\~~~~-")' = L, 
Let (yp)” + or,(x)(yP)n-* + *** + ar,-i(x) yp + a,(x) be the irreducible 
manic polynomial for y over F(x); here all a,.(x) E F(x). Then [L, : F(x)] = np. 
But [L, : F(x)] = p and [Ls : L,] 5 n since CY~(X)~/PEF(X~/~) for i = I,..., n. 
It follows that [L3 : L,] = 1 =z- L, = L, => x1/p E F(x, y). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose K is of transcendence degree I owe-r a finite field F. 
Let p = the characteristic of F. Then for any integer n, there is a unique purely 
inseparable extension of K of degree pm. 
Proof. The case n = 1 is immediate from Lemma 1. We proceed with an 
induction on n. Suppose L, , L, are purely inseparable over K of degree 
P”, n > 1. Let L, = K(x) where xp” = a and L, = K(y) where yp” = b; 
a and b are elements of K: Since K(x@) and K(yP*-l) are two rival purely 
inseparable extensions of K of degree p, then K(xp”-‘) = K(yp”-‘) = L, . 
But L, and L, are purely inseparable over Lo of degree pm-l; by induction 
L, =L,. 
We are now in a position to relate purely inseparable extensions to finite- 
dimensional division rings. The proof of the following theorem was greatly 
facilitated by conversations with Professor T. Tamagawa. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose k is aglobal$eld andL an extension of k of dimension n. 
Then L is contained in every k-division ring of degree n if and only if k has 
characteristic p # 0 and L is purely inseparable over k. 
Proof. Suppose L is purely inseparable of dimension n = pm. Let D be 
any k-division ring of degree n. Since D is a cyclic algebra, some maximal 
subfield M of D has a cyclic Galois group generated by an automorphism cr. 
The Skolem-Noether Theorem says for some element x E D, conjugation by x 
agrees with the automorphism (J on M. But then u” = 1 3 xn = xv”’ = a, 
some a E k. Thus k(x) is a purely inseparable extension of k of degree n, and 
by Lemma 2 k(x) = L. 
Conversely, suppose L is contained in every k-division ring of degree n. 
We may consider L presented as a tower k C K CL where K is separable 
over k andL is purely inseparable over K. Let [K : k] = n, and [L : K] = pn’. 
We must prove n, = 1. Accordingly, assume n, > 1 and so pm < n. We 
write M = the normal closure of K over k and N = LM. Note N is purely 
inseparable over M of degree pm, and the hypotheses guarantee that N splits 
every k-division ring of degree n. 
There are infinitely many primes of k which are split completely in M; 
let p1 and pz be two such. Then Mpi = kp, , i = 1,2. Construct a k-division 
ring D of degree n having invariant l/n at QE and --I/n at & . The image 
of D’ = D Ok M in the Brauer group of M has order n since D’ has order n 
at p1 and pz . It follows by Proposition 2.1 of [3] that D Ok M is an M-division 
ring of degree n. But 
and since pm = [N : M] < n, it follows that N does not split D. This 
contradiction guarantees n, = 1 and so K = k; L is purely inseparable over k. 
COROLLARY. Let k be aglobal$eld andL a$nite extension of degree n. Then 
L splits every k-division ring of degree division n o k has characteristic p # 0 
and L is purely inseparable over k. 
4. ROOTS OF POLYNOMIALS 
To return to our original problem, let k be a global field and f  an irreducible 
polynomial over k. We wish to show f  obtains a root in some division ring 
with center k. It is certainly enough to show that M, the splitting field off, 
can be imbedded in a division ring with center k. But M = L OK K, where L 
is Galois over k and K is purely inseparable over k. By Theorem 1 there is 
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a division ring accommodating L, and by Theorem 2 any finite-dimensional 
one of suitable degree will do for K. The tensor product will contain M, 
we must show that it is a division ring. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose M is a splitting$eld over k. Then there is a division 
ring with center k containing M. 
Proof. Write M = L (5& K as above. Let [L : k] = n and [K : k] = m. 
Assume we are given an enumeration of G = G(L/k); G = {q ,..., un}. By 
Theorem 1 there is a central division ring B containing L where D is built 
from a group F free on generators t, ,. . . , t, and well-ordered power series over 
L. The multiplication in D is described by: ati = ~~(a) ti for 01 EL. By 
Theorem 2 any k-division ring D of degree m contains K. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2 we select D in such a way that D &L is a division ring. 
Then D OR B consists of all well ordered power series with coefficients in 
D Or L. Multiplication among these power series is described by the rule 
t& 0 B) = (a 0 44) ti for ol~D, ,~EL. 
Since D &L is a division ring, a re-run of the proof of Theorem 1 shows 
D Ok D is a division ring. Clearly D Ok n has center k and contains M. 
Theorem 3 is unsuitable in the following sense: it gives no indication 
whether all polynomials over k can acquire a root in one large division ring. 
By Theorem 1 this is no problem when k is perfect; in that case we have the 
beginnings of a notion of algebraic closure for division rings. Also Theorem 1 
suggests a notion of separable closure for division rings over any field. We 
conjecture that over any field-particularly any global field-there is a central 
division algebra containing roots of all polynomials. 
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